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16 days
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WHAT TO LOOK FORWARD TO?
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(dozens of species)

• Dunes and a petrified forest near Sossusvlei
• Skeleton Coast and the sea lions
• Fishing on a deserted beach on the Atlantic
Ocean and the Okavango River
• Etosha, Khaudum and Chobe National Parks
• Victoria Falls

Try to imagine Africa…
And that’s exactly what Namibia and Botswana are.
One of the sparsest areas in the world when it comes
to population density will offer you a liberating feeling of
complete solitude rarely experienced anywhere else in
the world. The sunrise against the red dunes of Sossusvlei
is unforgettable, just like the dramatic and surprising
landscape of the Namibian deserts.
You will probably be a bit surprised by the huge sea lion
colonies on the deserted Skeleton Coast, whereas your
expectations will become reality with the elephants and
lions in Etosha. The durability of our expedition cars is
tested in the inaccessible Khaudum National Park, where
we may encounter one of the last authentic San.
Like the African fauna, you will appreciate the life-giving
Okavango River, where you can attempt to catch a tigerfish.
Our African journey ends as it should – with the elephants
in Chobe, a park with the greatest concentration of these
majestic animals and the breath-taking Victoria Falls.

WHEN TO HEAD OUT?
April-June: pleasant temperatures, lush vegetation,
migration of zebras from Nxai Pan toward the north
to Chobe, few tourists
July-October: main season, ideal conditions for
observing game, dry vegetation, game tends to stay
near sources of water
November-March: rainy season, Okavango Delta,
almost impossible to traverse just like the salt plains
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PRICE

With a group of 6 travellers CZK 87 000/person
(USD 240/person/day).

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
Fully equipped expedition vehicles and drivers, diesel and tolls,
accommodation (2 nights in a lodge, 13 nights in a car tent), entrance
fees to national parks, braai-style breakfasts and dinners, nonalcoholic beverages and beer in the vehicle, van, visa and entrance to
Victoria Falls, visa to Namibia, travel agency bankruptcy insurance.

OPTIONAL
Flying over Victoria Falls, approx. USD 200, fishing on the
Okavango, fishing in the Atlantic Ocean.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
International flights, travel insurance.

PROS AND CONS
+ few tourists in a huge area, eco-friendly lodges
+ an enormous concentration of large mammals, especially near watering
holes in Etosha
+ diverse landscape and scenery – deserts, rock formations, salt plains,
grassy savannah and wetlands of the Okavango Delta
+ sparse inhabitation and extremely remote, virgin areas
+ political stability and safety
- an expensive destination with relatively expensive premium services and a small
selection of different accommodation and service price points
- desert areas with almost no animals
- great distances
The trip can be adjusted as per individual request. Do not hesitate to contact us.
For example, we can add a hunt in Limpopo, Khama Rhino or Mapungubwe.
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